Bead Contest 5 Week Contest

Items Required:
Large safety pin for each member (needs to be large enough to hold 5 beads)
Beads of 5 different colors (enough for one of each for each member)

Week 1: Members are given safety pin with 1 bead on it (must be the same color)
Week 2: Members who have a loss or stay the same are given another bead (same color), members who have a gain must return their first bead.
Week 3: Members who have a loss or stay the same are given another bead (same color), members who have a gain return the last bead they received.

This could take longer than 5 weeks, it goes on until someone has 5 beads on their pin.

KOPS receive a bead if they are at or below goal, if above goal they must have a loss